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q-MINDshare™ – reinforcing knowledge
More than 80% of the new learning and skills
will be forgotten after 6 weeks
Corporations spend more than 30 Billion Euro
annually on training of employees, but withing 6
weeks after conventinal training methods, most
participants have forgotten 80% of the new learning and skills leading to wasted ressouces in both
time and money. The knowledge can be retained
by a learning process that commences over an extended period of time and presents the learning in
small portions again and again. This repetitive learing process enable humans to memotize the new
learning. The effectiveness of the learning process
is even better when we stimulate the brain with
questions.
Measurable Sustainability
Contnious learning requires organisation and management hence this equates to cost and effort.

q-MINDshare™ represents a technology und elearning infrastruktur that enables you to memorize knowledge and skills at a fraction of cost compared with conventional training. q-MINDshare™ will
enable you to improve significantly the return of
your existing training and provides real-time feedback on the effectiveness of your trainingbudget.
The idea is quite simple
Small, independent study sessions and testing for
comprehension are presented at short intervals,
rather than at the end of each section or session.
This motivates participants to actively engage with
the learning subjects over and over again.
Leveraging this methodology, QMINDshare™ provides the foundation for sustainable and successful
learning efforts.

q-MINDshare™ – Everytime and everywhere
group of participants, create a different sequence
in which the content is provided, or offer the learning in a different thematic context.
Real-Time Analysis of training success
Real-time analysis enables immediate corrective
action: Comprehensive Management Reports help
managers understand both - how participants are
learning and whether the training curriculum is well
designed for the purpose. Resulting trends can be
analyzed immediately and steps for effective correction can be taken
Q MINDshare™ is an application that can be downloaded onto any digital device to offer intelligentreinforcement through the use of short exercises
and targeted questions. The technology is a quick,
easy, anytime/anywhere method of greatly enhancing retention and turning the slope of forgetfulness into the curve of success.

Beneﬁts for sales and training managers
Greater participant response
Q MINDshare™ is a fast, easy way for participants
to engage, encouraging greater participation. Studies show that response rates of 95% are typical
with this type of technology vs. e-mail or webbased programs, which result in a response rate of
less than 20%.
Multiple Beneﬁts for Training Managers
q-MINDshare™ automates the learning process,
significantly reducing the time and effort required to administer the training and analyze results,
whether participants number in the tens or the
thousands.
Easy conﬁgurability of subject matter increases
eﬀectiveness
Once the content is created, it can be used in many
different ways. With only a few clicks, you can create a new module that aligns with the needs of each

Beneﬁts for participants
Anytime, anyplace learning
It only takes a few seconds to start the app and
each module takes only 3 to 5 minutes to complete.
Q MINDshare™ is available on any digital device,
enabling participants to study when and where
they want - at home, on the go, or at the workplace.
Revolutionary PUSH-technology aids in minimizing
time spent and helps integrate the learning session
into the participant’s day.
Simple to Operate
Once the app is installed on a PC or mobile device,
q-MINDshare™ automatically initiates the learningsequences. Participants will be presented with
learning units at predefined times. Their reactions
will be prompted, results analyzed and if necessary,
the system can provide guidance and immediate
assistance.
Adapts to individual participant’s needs
The system analyzes the learning process of the
individual, gives targeted support, then repeats
the training sequence until the learning goal has
been achieved. This direct feedback and individual
support motivates participants to give the greatest
effort.

q-MINDshare™ – Benefits
Simple to introduce
Setup in a matter of minutes
Simple creation of learning topics
Real-Time feedback on learning eﬀectiveness
Increased motivation by immediate feedback
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